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• Predictive coding proposes that the brain is inherently predictive 

about the environment (Friston, 2005)

• Predictive coding is associated with two related mechanisms : 

• repetition suppression, the decrease of cerebral activity when a 

stable representation of a repeated stimulation is formed

• sensory prediction, the neural anticipation of future stimulation on 

the basis of previous sensory inputs 

• Predictions are necessary to optimize behavioral responses and the 

use of attentional and energy resources

• Sensory prediction and repetition suppression can be altered in

prematurity and neurodevelopmental disorders (NDD) like attention

deficit disorders (Emberson et al., 2017 ; Gonzalez-Gadea et al., 2015)

• The rate of disorders among children born premature is twice higher for

any psychiatric disorders including NDD (Johnson & Marlow, 2011)

• Predictive abilities were recently described in preterm infants in the

tactile modality (Dumont et al., 2021)

• Predictive abilities could be early markers of NDD

Investigate somatosensory prediction and repetition suppression from

birth to 6 years old in both neurotypical and neuroatypical children.

Hypothesis

We hypothesize that neurotypical children will have a larger repetition suppression, response to 

deviance and sensory prediction in the somatosensory and frontal cortices compared to children

born preterm or children with NDD.

We hypothesize that these neuroimaging results will match with the cognitive, motor and behavioral

evaluations and that children born preterm or children with NDD will have poorer results.

Why the tactile modality ?

• The earliest sensory modality to develop during ontogeny

• A fundamental sensory input in newborns for motor and social development (Cascio, 2010)

• Is often altered in both prematurity and NDD (Bröring et al, 2017 ; Zoenen & Delvenne, 2018)

Why HR-EEG and fNIRS ?

• HR-EEG offers a great temporal resolution and measures direct neuronal synchronization

• fNIRS measures hemodynamic changes induced by neurovascular coupling

• Coupling EEG and fNIRS allows us to evaluate the techniques consistency and determine if one is 

reliable for screening purposes.

Preliminary observations :

• Repeated stimulations elicit weaker event-related activity in both EEG and

fNIRS : we observe repetition suppression in adults with this protocol.

• Omission elicits a frontal hemodynamic response and a somatosensory

post-omission response in EEG

• Responses are dissociated in location : somatosensory area for the EEG

and frontal area for the fNIRS

• EEG might be more relevant for the study of response to deviance.

Conclusion :

The aim of this study is to investigate early mechanisms

necessary for the development, sensory prediction and

repetition suppression, using the tactile modality in

children from birth to 6 years old to understand early

developmental trajectories of children born preterm and

children with NDD.

• Homer 3 (https://github.com/BUNPC/Homer3) is used to preprocess the data.

After converting the data to hemoglobin concentration, they are bandpass filtered

(0.02-0,3 Hz) and segmented per condition. Segments containing movements

artifacts are discard. Data are block-averaged to obtain the mean responses per

condition.

• 128 channels EEG (Magstim EGI, Eugene OR, USA), sampling rate : 1000 Hz

• 8 channels fNIRS (Imagent, ISS, Champaign IL, USA), sampling rate : 12.5 Hz

Population

Oddball-omission protocol

Newborn-size matrix and 

children-size matrix

A 12 months old child wearing the EEG net

EEG and fNIRS acquisition

1 Normandie Univ, UNICAEN, INSERM, COMETE, GIP CYCERON, 14000 Caen, France;
2 Normandie Univ, UNICAEN, LPCN, 14000 Caen, France.
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• In Netstation, data are bandpass-filtered (1-20 Hz) and segmented (100 ms

before to 900 ms after stimulation and 7000 ms for the omissions). Segments are

visually inspected to remove artifacts before averaging. We apply baseline

correction to all the segments at 100ms before stimulus onset. Tha data are

averaged and analized with MATLAB.

Participants’ characteristics 

• We evaluated the quality of our protocol during a pretest on 5 adults

• We recorderd simultaneous EEG and fNIRS

• Event-related analysis

EEG net and fNIRS placed 

on a preterm doll head

A 5 years old child ready to 

get the tactile protocol 

A child taking the psychomotor evaluation
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Stimulation
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Gray areas represent stimuli, red areas represent omissions.

A. The amplitude of the electrical response is weaker during the control phase compared to the familiarization for the N140 and the P200 in the somatosensory cortex.

B. The amplitude of the electrical response during the postomission is greater at P200 in the somatosensory cortex. C. The amplitude of the electrical response is greater at

P100, N140 and P200 during the deviance in the somatosensory cortex. D. There is an weaker increase of HbO and decrease of HbR during the control phase compare to

the familiarization in the frontal cortex. E. There is an increase of HbR and a decrease of HbO during the omission in the frontal cortex.

Somatosensory post-omissionSomatosensory repetition suppression

Direction of the vibration for standard VS 

deviant stimulation (counterbalanced)
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